
From: Pav Kuzmanovski [mailto:pav.kuzmanovski@marrickville.nsw.gov.au]  
Sent: Tuesday, 14 April 2015 4:44 PM 

To: AASB Mailbox 

Cc: Steve Kludass; Caroline Bugg; Brian Chen; Brooke Martin 
Subject: Asset Residual Values Submission - Marrickville Council 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

We (Marrickville Council) refer to the AASB’s tentative decision on Residual Values (Feb 2015) as it 

relates Local Government Infrastructure Assets & in particular the re-use/recycling of part of an 

infrastructure at its replacement date and thereby lower future replacement costs. 

 

Marrickville Council would like to register a view that the AASB tentative decision is unfairly 

narrow in its conclusions regarding Residual Value (as defined in AASB 116). 

 

Under AASB 116, Residual Value is defined as: 

 

“the estimated amount that an entity would currently obtain from disposal of the asset, after 

deducting the estimated costs of disposal, if the asset were already of the age and in the condition 

expected at the end of its useful life”. 

 

Regarding the “re-use/recycling” of part of an infrastructure asset that is being replaced, Council 

believes that the benefit from “re-use/recycling” DOES fit within the current definition of “Residual 

Value” as per AASB 116: 

 

1. An “estimated amount” can be determined in $ terms (based on the difference between the 

assets complete replacement cost & recycled replacement cost), 

 

2. An entity will “currently obtain” the “amount” by paying a reduced cost of replacement (ie. 

cost savings have value & are “obtained” by the entity when achieved by keeping the extra 

cash not outlayed), 

 

3. The “amount” obtained is clearly the result of the “disposal” of the asset - being its 

replacement/refurbishment with a new asset. 

 

As such, as a representative of Marrickville Council, I feel the current definition of “Residual Value” as 

per ASSB 116 IS in fact readily applicable to the “cost savings” a Council can earn/utilise by reusing 

or recycling (or taking early replacement) action that utilises part of the existing asset (as opposed to 

deferring replacement until the asset fails & requires total replacement). 

 

I have furthermore read the dissenting submissions on the AASB’s website from APV and Coalface 

Consulting Accountants (arguably both local government experts in their respective fields), and hope 

that the AASB Board take these two comprehensive submissions plus Council’s own into account and 

as a result review their tentative decision on residual values once again. 
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If the AASB does not want such an extended “recycling/re-use” residual value to flow on to For Profit 

entities, we question why the AASB would not enunciate a Not-for-profit Aus paragraph to clarify 

the residual value definition for Not-for-profit entities only. 

 

As a representative of Marrickville Council, I would also like to put to the AASB Board that if they are 

unwilling to extend the definition of residual values to include a recycling/re-use aspect, that they 

consider in the face of the dissenting submissions (from industry experts & participants) to have the 

matter reviewed by the IASB’s Technical Panel. 

 

Thanks, 

  

Pav Kuzmanovski | Chief Financial Officer 
  
Marrickville Council | 2-14 Fisher Street, Petersham NSW 2049 | www.marrickville.nsw.gov.au 
P: +61 2 9335 2040 | E: pav.kuzmanovski@marrickville.nsw.gov.au 
  

 
  
Marrickville Council acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of this land, the Cadigal-Wangal people of the Eora Nation. 
 

http://www.marrickville.nsw.gov.au/
mailto:pav.kuzmanovski@marrickville.nsw.gov.au
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